
 

 

 

 

 

Origin  Honduras 

Region   Gualme, Corquin, Copan   

Owner  Fidel Caballero 

Varietal  Catuai & Lempira 

Altitude  1450 masl 

Processing Natural 

Taste notes Papaya, Brown Sugar 

   Floral and Tropical.  

 

Origin information 

 

A world exclusive lot, we selected this early in the harvest season from amidst some stiff competition.  
Fidel’s natural catuai and lempira lot popped on the table, filled with tropical notes and a sweeter brown sugar 
bottom note left it really well rounded and impressive.  
 
After selective picking and processing the yields of this particular lot were small but exceptional resulting in 
the one bag we have had brought over. We are continually providing feed back on the coffee to our importers 
and Fidel so that improvements can be made and hopefully the same lots next year will shine even more.  
 
Fidel Caballero is a 32 year old coffee producer from the Copan region of Honduras. Coffee farming is 
something all his family undertake, with all of them, up to the grandfather, having their own farms elsewhere. 
Fidel is a trained computer engineer which he does full time as well as running his farm.  
 
This is the first year Fidel has produced microlots. In previous years he has harvested but sold as one large lot, 
for less. This was due to time constraints and commitments elsewhere, as well as a lack of capital to invest in 
infrastructure and better picking methods. This year Fidel joined the Aruco cooperative and worked along with 
Carlo Estevez to improve this years harvest and produce his first microlots. He has prime positioning in the 
region with his farm, and grows several very good varietals of coffee. With this being his first lots it is 
extremely promising from the future.  
 
This lot was processed at the Aruco facility, where is was cleaned, floated and dried for an unusual 30 days. 
This has helped to accentuate and retain the fruit characteristics of the coffee whilst imparting that sweetness 
from the extended drying in the fruit. 


